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1. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT 
Let G be a finite group generated by (pseudo) reflections in the complex vector 
space V ~ C e. Let Sv be the coordinate ring of V and for any (finite dimen- 
sional complex) G-module M, consider the space Sv ® M, which may be iden- 
tified with the space 79( V, M) of polynomial functions 4~ : V---+M by regarding 
f ® m ( f  C Sv, m C M) as the function which takes v c V to f (v )m E M. The 
group G acts on Sv via (gf)(v) =f (g  Iv), so that Sv ® M (and 79(V,M)) are 
G-modules in the obvious way. 
For any element v E V, we have the evaluation map 
e,j: 79( V, M) (~- Sv ® M)- -~M 
given by e~(O) = O(v)(4~ c 79(V, M)) or q,( f  ® m) = f (v)m ( f  c Sv, m E M). If 
O C Sv ® M, g E G and v c Vwehave 
(1.1) q,(g~b) = g(% ,v(qS)) 
or equivalently 
(1.2) eg~,(qS) = g(ev(g-l~)). 
We shall be concerned with the space (Sv ® M) ~ of G-invariant elements of 
Sv ® M. If q5 6 (Sv ® M) 6, it follows from (1.2) that 
(1.3) eg,,(0) = gev(~). 
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Given v E V, write G~, = {x E Glxv = v} for its isotropy group in G. The 
groups G~, (v E V) are the 'parabolic subgroups' of G. By [St, Theorem 1.5], they 
are the subgroups generated by all reflections fixing an arbitrary (given) sub- 
space of V. It follows from (1.3) that for any element ~ E (Sv ® M) a and v E V, 
we have 
(1.4) e,,(0) E M a'' 
where, for any space Y with an H-action (H a group), we write yH= 
{y C Y[hy = y for all h ¢ H}. Our main result is 
Theorem A. With the above notation, for any G-module M, we have 
o M)  = M G'. 
That is, e~, defines a surjective map : ( Sv ® M)a--+ M G'. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Write &,(M) = ¢~,((Sv ® M)a). Then by (1.4), &(M)  c_ M c,. I fMj and M2 are 
two G-modules, it is clear that 
(2.1) &,(M1 @ m2)  : S,,(M1 ) @ sv(m2) .  
Hence it is clear that if M=MI®M2,  then S, , (M)=M G' if and only if 
S,,(Mi) = My" for i = 1 and 2. It follows that in order to prove Theorem A for 
all modules M, it suffices to take M to be the (left) regular G-module R, which 
we now do. 
Now by Chevalley's Theorem [Ch] we have 
(2.2) Sv ~- S~ ® 7-[, 
where 7-[ may be taken to be any G-invariant complement in Sv of the ideal 
generated by the G-invariants of positive degree, e.g. the space of G-harmonic 
polynomials in Sv (cf. [B, Theorem 4, p. 115]). It follows that (Sv ~ M) ~ 
S~® (7-(®M) a is a free S~-module, with basis given by a C-basis of 
o M) 
Moreover, again by Chevalley, 7-[ is a realisation of the regular representa- 
tion of G, so that 7-/has a basis {h.~]g E G} such that for g, x E G, xhg = h,-~. 
The regular G-module R also has a basis {r~,lg C G} such that for x,g E 
G, xrg = rxg. Hence (7-/~ R) G has basis {Hzlz E G} where H: = ~-_ec hx: C~ r,. 
Theorem A will therefore follow from 
(2.3) The matrix (h.¢:(V))x.:c Ghas rank equal to dim R a' = [G : G,,]. 
Lemma 2.4. For v E 1/, let ,,~, be the space offunctions f : Gv ~ C, where Gv is 
the orbit of v E V under G. The restriction map ~ ~ .T,, is surjective. 
Proof of 2.4. The map Sv , fv  is clearly surjective. But the functions in S c; V 
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restrict o constants in fv ,  whence the result follows from Chevalley's theorem 
(above). [] 
Continuing with the proof of (2.3), note that h_-x = zhx, so that h:x(v) = 
hx(z-lv). Hence the columns of the matrix (h:x(V))x,: cG may be thought of as 
listing in specified order (determined by the rows), the values of the basis ele- 
ments {hx, x E G} of 7-( on the orbit Gv of v under G. 
By (2.4), the columns of the matrix (h:x)x,z~G span bey. But 5r,, clearly has 
dimension [G : G,;], which completes the proof of (2.3) and hence that of Theo- 
rem A. [] 
3. MATRIX FORMULATION 
We have observed above that for any G-module M, (Sv ® M) c is free as Sv c- 
module. Let ul , ' " ,Ur  (where r = dime(M)) be a set of homogeneous gen- 
erators of (Sv ® M) G as SvG-module. We may then write 
(3.1) ui= ~ Ai j®mj ( i=  1,-- - ,r)  
j--1 
where ml,. • •, mr is a basis of M and each Aij is a homogeneous element of Sv, 
of degree ni(M) (say). The numbers ni(M) are called the M-coexponents of G. 
The determinant A(M) of the matrix Aij is determined by (the isomorphism 
class of) M up to multiplication by a non-zero scalar. Its value was determined 
by E.A. Gutkin [G] and may be described as follows. For any reflecting hyper- 
plane H of G, let r t /be a generator of its pointwise stabiliser and write wg for 
the (unique) non-unity eigenvalue of rH. The eigenvalues of rH in M are then of 
the form {w~, j = 1,2, ..., r}, where the ij are uniquely determined by the con- 
dition 0 _< ij < ell. Write 
c(H,M)  : ~ ij. 
j - - I  
Then Gutkin's result is 
A(M) = rI g~H,M*) 
H 
where the product is over the reflecting hyperplanes of G, gH denotes a linear 
form which defines the hyperplane H and M* denotes the contragredient of M. 
The following is a reformulation of Theorem A. 
Theorem B. With the above notation, for any element v E V, the r × r matrix 
(Aij(v) ) has rank equal to the dimension of M G'. 
Two special cases are of particular interest. 
When M = V* (the dual of V) the generators b/i may be taken to be 
e 0j5 
(3.2) ui = ~_, ® X; 
j= l  ~ j j  
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where X1,. . . ,  X: is a basis of V* and f l , '  • ', fi' is a set of basic invariants for G- 
acting on V. Then from Theorem B we recover the theorem of Steinberg [St2] : 
(3.3) The matr ix 
has rank equal to dim V G'' = dim N,D,~. H, where the intersection is over those 
reflecting hyperplanes of  G which contain z,,. 
When M = V it is known that the generators ui may be written 
{ 
u i= ~g i j®v;  
j -  1 
where Vl, •., vt is a basis of V and det (gu) = I~H gH, where the product is over 
all reflection hyperplanes of G, and gH is a linear form for H. Then our theorem 
yields 
(3.4) The matr ix (gij(v) ) l < i,j < e has rank equal to dim V 6' = dim NH ~ ,, H (as 
above). 
Of course a statement similar to (3.4) applies to all Galois conjugates of V. 
4. EXTENSIONS OF VECTOR F IELDS 
We conclude with a result which generalises [LS2, (4.16)], concerning the ex- 
tension of polynomial vector fields to rational vector fields. We adopt the no- 
tation of [LS2]; thus ( is a primitive d th root of unity and g C NGLI V)(G) is such 
that the (-eigenspace E o fg  is maximal among the (-eigenspaces ofelements of 
gG. As in [LS2, loc.cit.], we write N and C respectively for the setwise and 
pointwise stabiliser o rE  in G. According to [LSI, (2.5)], N = N/C acts on E as 
a reflection group whose reflecting hyperplanes are the intersections ¢ E of 
those of G with E. 
Let M be as in (3.1) above, i.e. any complex G-module. Then N acts on the 
space M c of C-fixed points of M. Let Q be an N-stable direct summand of the 
N-module M c. The space Sv ® M may be thought of as the space of 'M-valued 
vector fields on V'. Clearly G acts on Sv  ® M and we may speak of its G-in- 
variant elements (Sv Q M)  °. Define the map 
p:Sv®M ~SE®Q 
r v by p = es E ® 7r where 7r is any N-equivariant projection from M to Q. Then p 
restricts to a map 
pO : (Sv Q M)  G ~ (SE ~ Q)N 
It is clear that p is surjective. In [LS2, §4] one sees the significance of the ques- 
tion of the surjectivity of p0. We shall prove 
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Theorem C. Maintain the above notation above. Then there is a non-zero homo- 
geneous polynomial k c S N (= C[f l ,  ..., )ca] in the notation of [LS2])such that the 
image of p ° contains k( SE ® Q)N. 
Proof.  Let ml,..., mr be a basis of  M and suppose that the elements b/i of (3.1) 
form a basis of  the free SvC-module (Sv ® M) c. Because C acts tr ivial ly on Q, 
we may suppose that the mi are chosen so that ml,  ...,mq form a basis of  Q and 
ml,...,mp form a basis of the space M c of C-fixed points of  M, where 
1 < q < p < r. The map p0 takes ui to the element ~q= 1 aij @ mj, where aij is 
the restr ict ion of Agj to E. Since E is fixed pointwise by C, using the invar iance 
of  ui under  C, one sees that if v c E, we have Aij(v) = 0 for all i and j > p. 
Moreover  i fv  c E is not on any reflecting hyperp lane of  N, it fol lows from (3.4) 
that this matr ix  (Aij(v)) has rank p, so that its first p co lumns must  be l inearly 
independent.  We conclude that there are indices 1 < kl < ... < kq < r such that 
det(Ak,j(v) )l <_i,j<q • O. 
It fol lows that the elements {po(uki)]i = 1,. . . ,q} of  the free S f f -module  
(SE ® Q)N are l inearly independent  over Sff. Hence these elements pan a free 
submodule  K of (Se ® Q)N. As both K and (SE ® Q)N are free of  rank q, there 
exists k c S N with the required property,  viz. the determinant  of the matr ix  
expressing a basis of  K in terms of  a basis of (SE ® Q)N. [] 
We conclude with the remark  that this implies that any N- invar iant  po lynomia l  
funct ion E ~ Q extends to a G- invar iant  rat ional  function V ~ M (cf. [LS2, 
§ 4]). 
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